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The first essay (job market paper)

Do Incentivized Managers Pay Their Workers Less? (Lead author; with Chi-

Hong Lu)

Abstract. Since the 1980s, Chief Executive Officers’ (CEO) pay has exploded,

largely in the form of equity-based incentive compensation such as stock awards and

options. Using a two-tiered principal-agent model, we show that aligning managers’

incentives with shareholder interests through equity-based pay can lower workers’ wages.

Analyzing a sample that matches firm, manager, and worker information in the U.S.

economy over the period 1992-2016, we show that higher equity-based pay is associated

with lower average wages across various measures of pays and model settings. Using a

novel instrumental-variable strategy based on a tax policy change, we provide evidence

that an increase in the CEO’s equity-to-salary ratio by one unit, say, from 1:1 to 2:1,

leads to a 4% decline in the average wage. We also find that while firms under all degrees

of competition raise equity pay in response to the policy change, the negative impact on

wages is stronger when the degree of competition is high, suggesting that competition

does not substitute executive compensation but amplifies its effect.

The second essay

Does Equity-Based Pay Amplify Corporate Investment Herding? (Lead author;

with Chi-Hong Lu)
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Abstract. Firms, like individual investors, may herd on investments resulting in the

co-movement in firms’ and the industry’s investments. This paper asks: will increases

in the CEO’s equity-based compensation increase or decrease investment herding? Eco-

nomic theories disagree. This paper provides a rare test of the conflicting predictions of

two major theories. Applying a novel instrumental-variable strategy to analyze a CEO-

firm matched sample of U.S. firms over the period 1992-2016, we find that an increase

in the CEO’s equity-to-salary ratio leads to a decrease in investment herding.

The third essay

Shareholder Democracy vs. Workplace Democracy: Can Good Shareholders

Win Without Workers?

Abstract. In a shareholder democracy, if shareholders have pro-social preference

while production generates inseparable externalities, the firm would maximize share-

holders’ welfare rather than wealth and internalize much of the social costs, leading to

better social outcomes. However, my evolutionary model shows that, with a diversity of

shareholder preferences and the pressure of market competition, “bad” shareholders will

invade, and “good” shareholders may not survive without workers’ participation in the

management of the firm.
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